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The Little Street Library

SYNOPSIS
Rafi and her next-door neighbour, Leo, LOVE stories. Leo even built a little library so they could share books.
But when Leo moves away, Rafi’s street feels empty. Who will she share stories with now?
And then she has an idea . . .

A glorious celebration of community and the power of books to bring us together.
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STUDY NOTES
BEFORE READING
• What do you think this story is about? What does the title of the book tell you about it? What is a street library? 

What’s so special about them?
• Discuss a time you’ve had to say goodbye to someone special to you. How did it feel? How might Rafi feel when she 

has to say goodbye to her best friend in the book?
• Read the blurb of the book aloud. What information does it give you about the following:

 ◦ Who is the book about?
 ◦ What happens in the book.
 ◦ Where the story takes place.
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AFTER READING
Comprehension
• What do Rafi and Leo have in common?
• What does Leo use to make the Little Library?
• What are some of the ‘bookish treasures’ that Rafi finds inside the library?
• What kind of books does Leo love?
• What does the note Leo leaves Rafi say?
• How does Rafi feel when Leo moves away? Why do you think she hides her feelings?
• What is Rafi’s plan to make some new friends to read with?
• What changes does Rafi make to turn the Little Library into the Little Street Library?
• How do you imagine people feel when they first see the Little Street Library?
• What are the names of some of the people who visit Rafi’s little street library? What kinds of books do they put in?
• How do you think Rafi feels at the end of the story? Does she still miss Leo?
Literacy
• Make a list of any new words you encounter in the story. Look them up and write down the meaning in your own 

words. Try to practise using them at least three times throughout the week.
• Alliteration is when a group of words all begin with the same letter or sound, and it helps to draw the reader’s 

attention to details of the story. Sometimes, it can help us remember or notice details about particular characters. 
One example of alliteration in the story is ‘Mega- speedy-Mila put in some mysteries.’ What letter is being used in the 
alliteration here? Find three other examples of alliteration in the story.
 ◦ Using alliteration, come up with a new character for the story. What would their name be? What kind of book 

would they add to the Little Street Library? Draw a picture of them adding their book to the shelves.
• We read for many different reasons—sometimes we read so that stories can transport us to faraway lands. And 

sometimes we read to find out information about something. Both types of reading are shown in the story. Rafi 
makes a sign to inform her neighbours about the little library. What information does she put on it? What’s the 
difference between reading a sign and reading a story?

Discussion Questions and Activities
• Read the last line of the story aloud. What do you think it means?
• What did you like the most about the story? What did you like the least? How would you describe it to someone who 

hasn’t read it yet?
• Write a letter from Rafi to Leo after the story has finished, telling him all about her little street library. What do you 

think is happening to Leo?
• Design a Little Library for your school or local community. What would you call it? How would you let people know it 

was there? What books would you put in there to begin with?
• Bring in a copy of your favourite story time book and share it with the class. In groups, discuss the things you love 

about your favourite stories. Maybe you’ll find that you have stories in common with unexpected people!
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